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About a thousand years ago, there was a mighty and innovative empire 

called the byzantines. 

They were a cultural beacon, an influential centerpiece, and a power to fear 

when it came to the military. Even though their cities crumbled and their 

cultures faded away, they are still talked about to this very day. That makes 

total sense because of how influentially powerful they were that is not the 

only reason why we give them a thought of recognition in our history classes 

or still become amazed when our historians find yet another piece of their 

vast history. According to 5 documents explaining their history and 

achievements, 3 of the many reasons why we should study the byzantines 

are that they somewhat created a branch of religion that is still practiced till 

this day, they had amazing defenses and were a crucial trading point a the 

same time, and preserved history and created some of their own.Reason 

number one for studying the byzantines in the present day is that they 

created a branch of christianity that is still well and alive to this day. Since 

1054, the byzantines have been the head of The Orthodox Church. 

They built great things like the Hagia Sophia and other famous churches and 

even developed their own style to art. When they split away from the 

notorious Catholic church, they changed the language they spoke at church 

from latin to greek, let their priests to be non-celibate, Changed the head of 

their churches from the pope to the ecumenical patriarch, and so much 

more. According to document C, there are 250,000,000 orthodox Christians 

worldwide as of 2010. If a empire had that much of an effect on a popular 

religion, they deserve to be studied and cared about. 
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Reason number 2 for studying the byzantines is that they were good at 

defending their cities and being a cultural center at the same time. 

According to document B, they had an almost impenetrable defense system 

that stood for 1000 years until the invention of a dangerous modern day 

weapon, gun powder. To keep out invaders that were constantly attacking 

them, they had to build something giant to keep them out. Basically, what 

they did was build a series of walls each taller than the ones that came 

before and moats with little or none hygienic effort put into them. And to top 

it all off, they had archer towers and troops to reinforce their safety that 

would attack foot soldiers if they came upon their walls. 

You would think someone with this many defenses wouldn’t be much of 

trade enthusiast but that’s where you’re wrong kiddo. ( Get the reference? ) 

They still capitalized on trade and regulated it since they lived on such an 

important place on the economic scale. Studying their strategies and ways 

would be such a bad idea if you wanted to be an successful country.The third

and final reason ( listed here in this document ) for the study of the 

byzantines is that they preserved history and created some of their own. 

According to document E, they byzantines did a pretty good job in preserving

old texts, discoveries, and literature from classical Greece. 

They saved and stored writings and teachings from people like Euclid ; the 

father of euclidean geometry, Plato : the guy that wrote The Republic which 

taught people the importance of justice in society, and Socrates : the guy 

who made socratic debate. Not only did the byzantines save important 

document, they also saved things made for entertainment purposes like 
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Sophocles’ theatrical plays like Oedipus Rex which contributed to a new form

of plays that took up the theme of tragedy. The byzantines not only found 

and used old greek teachings, they preserved them so that we today can 

benefit from them too.The byzantines had many successes and proved to be 

a force to be reckoned with. To this day, we should still study them because 

they creates a branch of christianity that is still widely known and practiced, 

they were good at defending their cities and being a cultural center at the 

same time, and they preserved history and created some of their own. 

Without all of the work of these people, we might have been a very different 

and misinformed group of people. 

Byzantine people, wherever you are, thank you for being there for us. 
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